BRING MASK; WEAR DURING SAFETY BRIEFING AND WHEN IN PROXIMITY TO NON-FAMILY MEMBERS

BRING HAND SANITIZER AND APPLY OFTEN (I.E. BEFORE AND AFTER TOUCHING SHARED SUPPLIES)

PLAN TO MAINTAIN SOCIAL DISTANCING FROM NON-FAMILY MEMBERS

REMINDER: FAMILY = SAME HOUSEHOLD

SURGICAL MASK TO BE WORN IF IN CLOSE PROXIMITY (6FT OR LESS) TO NON-FAMILY MEMBERS (OBTAIN SURGICAL MASK FROM TEAM LEAD)

MASK WILL NOT NEED TO BE WORN IN AREAS WHERE YOU ARE CONSISTANTLY MORE THAN 6 FEET FROM NON-FAMILY MEMBERS

TAKE TEMPERATURE BEFORE ARRIVING TO EVENT. IF TEMP IS ABOVE 100.4 °F OR HAVING ANY COVID19 SYMPTOMS, DO NOT ATTEND!

ENSURE YOU BRING ENOUGH WATER TO STAY HYDRATED FOR DURATION OF EVENT. REUSEABLE BOTTLES ARE ENCOURAGED.

APPLY AND BRING SUNSCREEN TO EVENT.

DISCUSS RISKS WITH FAMILY AND BRING ANY OTHER SUPPLIES/PPE YOU IDENTIFY. RISKS IN DOCUMENT ARE NOT ALL INCLUSIVE. WHAT ELSE CAN GO WRONG?
• **Potential Risks**

- FALL/SLIP RESULTING IN INJURY
- GET HIT BY VEHICLE
- SUNBURN, HEAT STRESS/EXHAUSTION
- SPREAD OF COVID19
- CUT/PUNCTURE FROM DEBRIS
- INCIDENT INVOLVING UNSUPERVISED CHILDREN

• **Supplies and PPE to Mitigate Risks**

SUPPLIES/PPE TO BRING: water, sunscreen, hand sanitizer, face covering / mask, closed toe shoes, and any other PPE needed by your family, i.e. life jacket, waders

SUPPLIES/PPE TO BE PROVIDED: safety glasses, nitrile and leather gloves, surgical mask, and high visibility vest

- ENSURE CONTACT NUMBERS ARE STORED IN YOUR MOBILE DEVICE
- FIRST AID KITS WILL BE APPOINTED TO EACH TEAM LEAD

• **Key Reminders**

- BE AWARE OF SURROUNDINGS
- BE MINDFUL OF HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH ITEMS COLLECTED
- WEAR PROPER PPE
- IF YOU ARE FEELING UNWELL OR SUSTAIN AN INJURY, NOTIFY TEAM LEADS
- ADHERE TO SOCIAL DISTANCING GUIDELINES
- ENSURE CHILDREN ARE WITH PARENTS AT ALL TIMES
- DRINK FLUIDS & STAY HYDRATED - WEAR SUNSCREEN - TAKE BREAKS

IF HAVING HEAT STRESS & STILL WEARING MASK, REMOVE MASK TO COOL DOWN